Use Instructions
what is wraptie™?
WRAPTIE™ is a multi-function tie-down and bundling strap
Features

Fast-grab end - A
High-strength elasticised webbing - B
Quality hook & loop fastener - C
Loop handle - D

how to use
Bundling and Tie-down
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1. Hold one end

2. Wrap around load & over itself

3. Load Secure!

Fast-Grab End
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safe use and handling
Please Observe the following precautions at all times:
No Fuels

No sharp edges

Not for Lifting

Minimum overlap 3

No heat

Max Load: 50kg / 110 lb

IMPORTANT: Check load security before moving vehicle and periodically on longer journeys!
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wraptie™ tech sheet
product specs
DIMENSIONS:
1300 / 1800 / 2400mm x 26mm
CONSTRUCTION:
Core: 26mm elasticised Polyester webbing
End fittings: high strength woven Polyester webbing
Fasteners: Quality Nylon hook and loop
Thread: High strength bonded Nylon
KEY COMPONENTS:
A: Fast-grab end: for fast fixing to roof rails & rope bars
B: Elasticised core: provides high tension to securely fix load
C: Hook & Loop fasteners: holds tightly, retains tension on load
D: Loop handle: for tensioning and fastening-off

Certification / rated load
LOAD RATINGS
WRAPTIE™ has been laboratory tested* and is rated for a maximum load of 50kg
(minimum overlap of 3 hook & loop fasteners). WRAPTIE™ is not for lifting.
STANDARDS COMPLIANCE
AS/NZS 4380:2001- Cargo restraint systems relates to non-elasticised webbing
straps. Since WRAPTIE™ is elasticised, it cannot be tested in accordance with this
standard. However, every effort has been made to ensure WRAPTIE™ is a high
quality trade-ready product.
WARRANTY
WRAPTIE™ was invented and designed in Australia and has undergone rigorous
development and field trials. If you find any manufacturing fault within 6 months
please return it to us to exchange for a new one.
*Tested by a NATA certified lab at 23°C / 50% RH

typical applications
TRADES PEOPLE
WRAPTIE™ is perfect for fast fixing of loads such as PVC conduit, small ladders, straight edges
or some lengths of timber. WRAPTIE™ is not suitable for tying down sharp or heavy loads such
as sheetmetal, steel sections or packs of hardwood
REMOVALISTS / COURIERS
Use WRAPTIE™ to bundle loads in the back of the ute or van
Strap loads to other loads, or secure items to hand or platform trolleys
EXHIBITION CENTRES / PARTY HIRE / STAGING
Use WRAPTIE™ to bundle banners/displays and to secure items to hand trolleys. WRAPTIE™
can quickly bundle extension leads, lighting equipment and marquee poles
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